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ABSTRACT: This article presents the findings of a research study focused on understanding the perception of a 

specific artificial intelligence model, ChatGPT-4, regarding its capabilities in the field of music education at the 

primary level. These findings are derived from a series of dialogic sessions, wherein researchers directly 

interact with the AI model, inquiring specifically about its potential and prospects in enhancing music 

education. The study analyzes how ChatGPT-4 can introduce both basic and advanced concepts of music 

theory, offering a dynamic and interactive learning experience that adapts to the diverse needs of young 

students. The article emphasizes the integration of ChatGPT-4 with digital tools such and e-learning systems, 

providing an enriched experience in music composition and performance. Furthermore, it examines the AI 

model's ability to facilitate personalized learning, enhancing a deeper understanding of musical concepts 

through adaptive responses and interactive dialogues. In summary, the article demonstrates the significant 

contribution of ChatGPT-4 to educational practice and proposes pathways for the further incorporation of 

artificial intelligence in music education. Through this research approach, the article contributes to the 

understanding of the capabilities and limitations of AI in the field of music education, offering valuable 

perspectives for the utilization of technology in this critical area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Within the domain of primary education, Music Education emerges as a critical discipline that 

significantly contributes to the cognitive, emotional, and social development of young learners. The 

incorporation of innovative interactive technologies into musical pedagogy presents educators with an 

opportunity to engender a more captivating and dynamic learning milieu (Argyrakou et al., 2023). The 

burgeoning capabilities of artificial intelligence (AI) models and their expansive applications across social 

sciences, arts, and education have precipitated a notable surge in scholarly interest. This interest is particularly 

concentrated on harnessing the innovative potential of AI within the educational sector (Zulić, 2019). 

Concurrently, the general transformation of learning through the integration of digital tools in education has 

created a new area of interest among students. This interest revolves around the utilization of artificial 

intelligence applications and is closely linked to the strong connection between learning motivations and these 

technologies (Wang, 2022). 

The utilization of AI can significantly enhance the management, evaluation, and educational 

programming of music classes. The capabilities of AI in harnessing big data allow for the systematic modeling 

of educational processes and their applications, as noted by Wei et al. (2023). AI applications in music 

education extend to areas such as aural training, music theory, listening, composition, and performance 

(Holland, 2013). These applications enable and support autonomous learning for students, remote education, 

online learning, and contemporary online educational support. Similarly, the integration of AI in music 

production, processing, and learning software broadens their capabilities and educational applications (Yu et al., 

2023). The potential of such applications extends to educational processes across various ages and 

environments, allowing for the customization and reformation of educational programs to meet the needs of 

young learners through understanding, analyzing, and creating music (Yu & Ding, 2020). 

The adoption of these novel tools allows for their synergistic utilization alongside traditional means 

and approaches, not as replacements but as enhancements (Yang, 2020). They can also be integrated with the 
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use of blended and hybrid methods, combining online and technological software with conventional tools and 

instruments for learning (Chen, 2020). Concurrently, the positive educational outcomes of such applications 

improve the overall satisfaction and educational experience for students, educators, and parents alike (Qiusi, 

2022). This enhancement in learning outcomes and overall academic performance pertains not only to the 

acquisition of practical musical applications and skills but also to the familiarization and instruction of 

theoretical aspects of music education and music theory (Li & Wang, 2023). 

The burgeoning popularity of integrating AI in this field is rooted in its capabilities for detecting and 

creating musical pieces or themes following brief user instructions or input files into the AI model system. This 

includes the multiple possibilities for processing and transforming audio data into other forms in a direct and 

user-friendly manner (Yuan, 2020). Concurrently, AI can support the personalized production of sound and 

music in real-time, tailored to the specific educational needs and requirements, leveraging the advanced 

cognitive functions and skills of students. It even allows for the incorporation of such capabilities into other 

educational applications and tools for the synthetic support of various theories and pedagogical approaches 

(Hong et al., 2022). 

Similarly, students are afforded the opportunity for free exploration, as opposed to guided 

presentations, in accessing sources of musical data (Smith, 2013). These capabilities are further extended to the 

extent that real-time connection and retrieval of data from music archives and databases become possible 

(Shang, 2019). The capabilities can be expanded to include the specific recognition and categorization of 

musical genres and patterns, supporting students' exposure to new types of music or musical techniques, as well 

as providing immediate feedback to students and other systems and applications (Cheng & Xiao, 2022). 

Improvements are also recorded in managing cognitive load, fostering students' self-regulation, and the impact 

of learning outcomes on overall learning (Lv, 2023). 

In the current academic landscape, the ChatGPT model has distinguished itself as a prominent figure 

within its category, characterized by a broad spectrum of functionalities and an extensive global user base. This 

model is acclaimed for its sophisticated proficiency in a variety of cognitive, scientific, and academic disciplines 

(Ray, 2023). Post its public inception, ChatGPT's capabilities have attracted considerable attention from the 

academic and educational sectors for its potential in enhancing pedagogical methodologies and facilitating 

learning processes, yielding significant outcomes in diverse educational areas (Baidoo-Anu & Ansah, 2023). 

Moreover, its notable efficacy and widespread acclaim among educators and learners have effectively addressed 

and mitigated concerns regarding its perceived threats to educational integrity (Adeshola & Adepoju, 2023). 

Nonetheless, it is imperative to acknowledge and critically examine the profound ethical considerations and 

potential risks associated with the deployment of such tools in educational contexts (Halaweh, M., 2023). The 

pedagogical deployment of ChatGPT opens new avenues for the integration of artificial intelligence in music 

education, presenting opportunities previously unattainable, and has sparked a heightened scholarly interest in 

this domain (Rohwer, 2023). 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 Within the scope of this research, the methodology focuses on the interaction between researchers and 

the artificial intelligence model, ChatGPT-4, to explore its potential in music education at the primary level. 

This process followed a structured, three-stage approach: initial inquiry, elaboration of proposals, and 

organization of ideas into a table. The first stage involved the researchers posing initial questions to ChatGPT-4, 

aimed at understanding its conceptualization of potential applications in primary music education. The 

researchers commenced their interaction by requesting ChatGPT-4 to delineate ideas on how the model could be 

utilized in primary music education. This included providing both fundamental and advanced concepts related to 

education, interaction with students, and the integration of the model into the educational environment. This 

initial stage was pivotal in establishing a baseline understanding of the AI model's capabilities and potential 

applications in the educational context. 

Based on the list of suggestions provided by the model, the researchers then sought an additional list 

detailing various methods and ideas for the development of each proposal. This phase involved a thorough 

analysis of ChatGPT-4's capabilities in relation to offering customized education, managing interactions with 

students, and integrating technological tools into teaching methodologies. This step was critical in extracting 

detailed insights into the practical applications of the AI model, thereby enriching the researchers' understanding 

of its potential contributions to music education. 

In the final stage, the researchers requested the model to systematically organize these ideas into a 

table, adding any other information deemed necessary for describing the educational processes. This 

organization facilitated the recording and structured presentation of the data, thereby simplifying the analysis 

and interpretation of the findings. This systematic arrangement of ideas was instrumental in providing a clear 

and comprehensive overview of the AI model's potential applications in music education. 
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This methodological approach enabled a systematic and exhaustive analysis of ChatGPT-4's 

capabilities in music education. Through successive interactions and gradual deepening into the proposals, the 

researchers were able to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the multidimensional possibilities of the 

AI model in the field of music education. This structured and iterative process of inquiry and analysis not only 

provided clarity but also ensured a detailed exploration of the AI model's potential, facilitating a robust 

understanding of its applicability and effectiveness in an educational setting. 

 

III. FINDINGS 

1. Teaching Basic Music Theory 

In the dialogue with ChatGPT-4 regarding its potential applications in primary music education, the 

model outlined a comprehensive approach to enhancing the learning experience. ChatGPT-4 emphasized its 

significant role in augmenting the understanding of basic music theory concepts such as notes, scales, chords, 

and key signatures. Its interactive and engaging approach is particularly beneficial for beginners, laying a solid 

foundation for their musical education. The model highlighted its customization feature, which allows for the 

creation of personalized lesson plans. These plans are tailored to each student's learning pace and level, thereby 

optimizing their learning potential. 

ChatGPT-4 also facilitates interactive exercises and quizzes, reinforcing music theory fundamentals 

while providing immediate feedback and practical application of abstract concepts. ChatGPT-4's ability to 

simplify complex theoretical concepts is instrumental in aiding comprehension among beginners. By clarifying 

complex subjects, it ensures a thorough understanding of fundamental principles. The model also assists in 

developing ear training and aural skills, which are crucial for musical training. Its integration with music 

software bridges the gap between theoretical knowledge and practical music-making. Furthermore, ChatGPT-4 

supports the teaching of sight-reading skills and enriches the learning experience by providing historical context 

to music theory. A key aspect of ChatGPT-4, as discussed in the dialogue, is its capacity to respond to student 

queries in real-time. This feature allows for the clarification of doubts promptly and addresses misconceptions 

effectively. The model aids in understanding music terminology and notation, which are essential for beginners. 

It caters to diverse learning styles by adapting its teaching methods, thereby creating a more inclusive and 

effective learning environment. 

Lastly, ChatGPT-4's ability to assess student progress and offer insights for improvement is highlighted 

as invaluable. This feature aids in tracking learning outcomes and identifying areas that need further support or 

pose a challenge. The dialogue with ChatGPT-4 thus revealed a range of capabilities that the model offers for 

enhancing music education at the primary level, demonstrating its potential as a versatile and effective 

educational tool. 

 
Application in Music 

Theory 

Description Potential Benefits 

Introduction to Music 
Theory 

ChatGPT-4 introduces basic music theory concepts like 
notes, scales, chords, and key signatures. 

Interactive and engaging introduction to 
fundamental concepts. 

Customized Lesson 

Plans 

Creation of personalized lesson plans based on individual 

student’s learning pace and understanding level in music 

theory. 

Tailored instruction that adapts to individual 

student needs. 

Interactive Exercises 

and Quizzes 

Facilitation of interactive exercises and quizzes with 

immediate feedback. 

Reinforcement of learning and immediate 

assessment of student understanding. 

Explanation of 

Theoretical Concepts 

Ability to explain complex theoretical concepts in simple 

terms. 

Aids comprehension and demystifies 

complex music theory concepts. 

Ear Training and 

Aural Skills 

Assistance in ear training exercises for developing 

essential aural skills. 

Enhances ability to identify intervals, 

chords, and rhythms by ear. 

Integration with 

Music Software 

Potential to integrate with music notation software and 

digital tools. 

Provides a more comprehensive and 

technologically integrated learning 
experience. 

Sight-Reading Skills Aids in teaching sight-reading skills with tips and 

strategies. 

Improves ability to read music at sight, an 

essential skill for musicians. 

Historical Context of 
Music Theory 

Provides historical background on music theory concepts. Connects theoretical knowledge with 
historical development, enriching 

understanding. 

Answering Student 
Queries 

Ability to answer specific student queries related to music 
theory. 

Clarifies doubts in real-time, providing 
personalized support. 

Language and 

Terminology 

Assists in understanding music terminology and notation. Essential for beginners to grasp the basic 

language of music theory. 

Supporting Diverse 
Learning Styles 

Caters to various learning styles (visual, auditory, 
kinesthetic) in teaching music theory. 

Adapts to different learning preferences, 
ensuring inclusive education. 

Assessment and 

Progress Tracking 

Potential to assess student progress and provide insights 

for improvement. 

Enables tracking of learning progress and 

identification of areas needing attention. 

Table 1: Summary of suggestions for applications and advantages in music theory education 
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2. Advanced Music Theory Concepts 

In a dialogue exploring the potential applications of ChatGPT-4 in primary music education, the model 

revealed its extensive capabilities in enhancing the learning and teaching of music theory and analysis. 

ChatGPT-4 demonstrated its proficiency in advanced areas of music theory, positioning itself as a valuable tool 

for both students and professionals in the field of music education. The model described its ability to assist with 

complex harmonies, chord progressions, and modulation techniques, thereby aiding students in understanding 

advanced harmonic structures across various musical genres. ChatGPT-4 also emphasized its role in teaching 

aspects of counterpoint and polyphony, including elucidating the rules of species counterpoint and analyzing 

complex forms such as fugues and canons. 

In the realm of composition, ChatGPT-4 highlighted its capacity to provide insights into sophisticated 

techniques like serialism, minimalism, and neo-Riemannian theory. This support is instrumental for composers 

looking to expand their compositional skills. The model also assists in understanding and analyzing various 

musical forms, including sonata-allegro and rondo, which are essential for both classical and contemporary 

compositions. 

Furthermore, ChatGPT-4 discussed its role in offering valuable guidance in orchestration and 

arrangement, aiding composers and arrangers in their creative processes for diverse ensembles. The model's 

relevance extends beyond traditional music theory to contemporary music analysis, ethnomusicology, and world 

music theory. In these areas, it enhances understanding of contemporary genres and diverse cultural music 

traditions. ChatGPT-4 also contributes to the development of advanced aural skills, crucial for recognizing 

complex musical elements in various compositions. Additionally, the model's exploration of music semiotics 

deepens the understanding of musical meaning and symbolism. Its capacity for interdisciplinary approaches, 

linking music theory with other academic fields, fosters a comprehensive and enriched educational experience in 

music. 

Through this dialogue, ChatGPT-4 showcased its multifaceted potential in advancing music education 

at the primary level, demonstrating how it can be a versatile and effective tool in various aspects of music 

theory, composition, and analysis. 

 
Aspect of Music Theory ChatGPT-4's Role Potential Benefits 

Harmonic Analysis Assisting in analyzing complex harmonies, extended 

chords, chord progressions, and modulation techniques. 

Enhances understanding of harmony 

and compositional techniques. 

Counterpoint and 
Polyphony 

Teaching counterpoint and polyphonic writing, including 
species counterpoint and analysis of fugues and canons. 

Develops skills in complex musical 
structures and historical forms. 

Composition Techniques Offering insights into advanced composition techniques 

like serialism, minimalism, and neo-Riemannian theory. 

Broadens the repertoire of 

compositional techniques for students. 

Music Form and 
Structure 

Helping students understand complex musical forms such 
as sonata-allegro, rondo, and theme and variations. 

Facilitates comprehension of diverse 
musical forms and structures. 

Orchestration and 

Arrangement 

Providing guidance on orchestration, instrument 

characteristics, and arranging music for ensembles. 

Enhances skills in instrumentation and 

arrangement. 

Contemporary Music 
Analysis 

Assisting in analyzing contemporary and experimental 
music, including electronic and computer music. 

Encourages engagement with modern 
musical expressions. 

Ethnomusicology and 

World Music 

Providing insights into world music traditions and their 

theoretical underpinnings. 

Promotes global musical awareness and 

cultural understanding. 

Advanced Aural Skills Aiding in developing skills like recognizing complex 
chord progressions and odd time signatures. 

Improves critical listening skills and 
aural perception. 

Music Semiotics and 

Analysis 

Understanding music semiotics, including the study of 

musical meaning and symbolism. 

Enhances interpretative skills and 

understanding of musical narratives. 

Interdisciplinary 
Approaches 

Facilitating interdisciplinary approaches, linking music 
theory with psychology, acoustics, and mathematics. 

Encourages a holistic and integrated 
understanding of music theory. 

Table 2: Summary of proposed roles in advancing advanced music theory education 

 

3. Assisting with Melody Creation 

In a comprehensive dialogue with ChatGPT-4 focusing on its utility in the field of primary music 

education, the model outlined its significant contributions to music composition, particularly in generating 

melodic ideas. This feature is especially beneficial for composers experiencing creative blocks, as ChatGPT-4 

can spark creativity by suggesting initial ideas or themes that can lead to the development of complex musical 

pieces. ChatGPT-4 elaborated on its role in teaching principles of melodic structure, including motifs, phrases, 

and thematic development, which are essential for creating coherent and engaging melodies. The model's 

integration with digital audio workstations and notation software was highlighted as a key factor in enhancing 

melody composition. This integration allows for the seamless incorporation of AI-generated ideas into 

composers' workflows. The model also discussed its ability to generate melodies in specific styles or genres, 

aiding students in understanding and applying stylistic nuances, thereby broadening their compositional skills. 

ChatGPT-4's capacity for melodic analysis, providing insights into harmonic and rhythmic characteristics, 

deepens composers' understanding of melodic elements and their interplay within a piece. 
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Furthermore, ChatGPT-4 described how it encourages experimentation with scales and modes, 

facilitating creative exploration in melody creation. Its collaborative potential was emphasized as a means to 

enhance the creative process, enabling composers to develop melodic ideas either together or in tandem with the 

AI. The model's provision of real-time feedback and suggestions on melodic compositions allows for immediate 

adjustments, leading to more refined and polished compositions. In addition to these capabilities, ChatGPT-4 

mentioned its proficiency in teaching advanced techniques like inversion and retrograde for creating variations 

in melodies. The AI model guides composers in adapting melodies for different instruments, taking into account 

their range and timbral qualities. It also provides historical and cultural contexts for various melodic styles, 

enriching composers' understanding and inspiring culturally aware compositions. 

Overall, the dialogue with ChatGPT-4 revealed its versatility and value as a tool in music composition, 

aiding in both the technical and creative aspects of the process. The model's capabilities in melody generation, 

structural teaching, and stylistic adaptation make it a valuable asset in the realm of music education, particularly 

at the primary level. 

  
Aspect of Melody 

Composition 

ChatGPT-4’s Role Potential Benefits 

Melodic Inspiration and Idea 

Generation 

Generating melodic ideas and providing inspiration 

for composers. 

Assists in overcoming creative blocks and 

stimulates creativity. 

Understanding Melodic 
Structure 

Assisting in teaching principles of melodic structure 
like motifs, phrases, and thematic development. 

Enhances comprehension of melodic 
construction in composition. 

Integration with Music 

Software 

Integration with digital audio workstations (DAWs) 

and notation software. 

Facilitates the technical aspects of melody 

composition. 

Style-Specific Melody 
Composition 

Generating melodies in specific styles or genres, 
from classical to contemporary pop. 

Aids in understanding and applying 
stylistic nuances in compositions. 

Harmonic and Melodic 

Analysis 

Analyzing existing melodies to provide insights into 

harmonic and rhythmic characteristics. 

Offers deeper understanding of melody in 

the context of overall composition. 

Experimentation with Scales 
and Modes 

Assisting composers in experimenting with different 
scales and modes. 

Broadens the compositional palette and 
encourages exploration. 

Collaborative Composition Facilitating collaborative melody composition 

processes. 

Encourages teamwork and creative 

exchange in composition. 

Real-time Feedback and 

Suggestions 

Providing real-time feedback and suggestions on 

melodic compositions. 

Enhances the quality of compositions 

through immediate feedback. 

Incorporating Melodic 

Variations 

Assisting in creating variations of a given melody 

using various techniques. 

Teaches advanced compositional 

techniques and enriches musical creativity. 

Adapting Melodies for 
Different Instruments 

Guiding composers in adapting melodies for 
different instruments. 

Helps in understanding instrument-
specific characteristics and limitations. 

Exploring Historical and 

Cultural Contexts 

Providing historical and cultural contexts for various 

melodic styles. 

Enriches the composer’s understanding 

and broadens inspiration sources. 

Table 3: Suggested applications and benefits in melody composition 

 

4. Harmonization and Arrangement 

In a detailed dialogue about its potential in primary music education, ChatGPT-4 presented itself as an 

effective tool for teaching fundamental principles of harmonization. The model described how it helps students 

learn to add chords to melodies, bridging the gap between theoretical knowledge and practical application. 

ChatGPT-4 enhances learning by suggesting chord progressions tailored to various musical styles, aiding in the 

compositional process and demonstrating how different progressions can evoke distinct emotions and styles. 

ChatGPT-4 also delved into its guidance in advanced harmonic techniques, such as secondary dominants and 

modal interchange. This expands students' harmonic vocabulary and fosters creative exploration in music 

composition. In the realm of musical arrangement, the model offers valuable insights into arranging for different 

ensembles. It takes into consideration the unique qualities of instruments and voices, which is particularly 

beneficial for students learning orchestration. 

The model emphasized its role in providing real-time feedback and interactive learning experiences in 

arrangement and harmonization, making the learning process more dynamic and engaging. ChatGPT-4 assists in 

exploring and applying techniques across diverse musical genres, thereby enriching students' understanding of 

various musical traditions. Integration with music notation software was highlighted as a key feature that 

enhances the compositional experience. This integration simplifies technical aspects, allowing students to focus 

more on creativity. ChatGPT-4's ability to teach counterpoint and voice leading is crucial for creating effective 

arrangements. Furthermore, the model fosters creative experimentation, challenging traditional norms and 

encouraging innovation in music composition. ChatGPT-4 also incorporates cultural and historical contexts into 

its teaching, providing a well-rounded educational experience that broadens students' musical perspectives. Its 

adaptability to different skill levels ensures that instruction is tailored to each student's needs, making it a 

versatile and comprehensive tool for music education. 
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Through this dialogue, ChatGPT-4 showcased its wide range of capabilities, affirming its potential as 

an asset in enhancing music education at the primary level. 

 
Aspect of Harmonization 

and Arrangement 

ChatGPT-4’s Role Potential Benefits 

Basics of Harmonization Teaching fundamental principles of 

harmonization. 

Helps students understand how to effectively add chords 

to melodies. 

Chord Progression 
Suggestions 

Suggesting suitable chord progressions 
for melodies. 

Aids in enhancing melodies based on style, mood, or 
genre-specific rules. 

Advanced Harmonic 

Techniques 

Assisting in teaching and applying 

advanced harmonic concepts. 

Enables students to use sophisticated techniques like 

secondary dominants and modal interchange. 

Arrangement for Different 
Ensembles 

Providing guidance on arranging music 
for various ensembles. 

Facilitates understanding of how to arrange for 
orchestras, bands, or choirs, considering unique 

instrumental qualities. 

Interactive Learning in 
Arrangement 

Facilitating interactive learning 
experiences in arrangement. 

Offers real-time feedback and suggestions, enhancing 
practical arrangement skills. 

Exploring Different Musical 

Styles 

Assisting in understanding diverse 

musical styles. 

Encourages exploration and application of various 

harmonic and arrangement techniques. 

Integration with Music 
Notation Software 

Potential for integrating with music 
notation software. 

Provides a seamless experience in arranging and 
harmonizing with digital tools. 

Counterpoint and Voice 

Leading 

Teaching counterpoint and voice 

leading principles. 

Essential for creating effective and harmonically rich 

musical arrangements. 

Creative Experimentation Encouraging creative experimentation 
in harmonization and arrangement. 

Stimulates creativity by offering unconventional ideas 
and challenging norms. 

Cultural and Contextual 

Considerations 

Incorporating cultural and historical 

contexts in teaching. 

Enriches the educational experience by contextualizing 

harmonization and arrangement. 

Adapting to Skill Levels Adapting instructional approach to 
different skill levels. 

Tailors teaching to suit the needs of students from 
beginners to advanced composers. 

Table 4: Recommendations for improving harmonization and arrangement skills in music composition 

 

5. Role in Practice Sessions 

During a dialogue exploring the use of ChatGPT-4 in primary music education, the model shared its 

potential applications for enhancing musicians' skill development and performance analysis. ChatGPT-4 

emphasized its role in creating personalized practice plans, which are tailored to individual needs, skill levels, 

and goals. This personalization ensures efficient and focused skill development, catering to the unique 

requirements of each student. ChatGPT-4 described its ability to provide detailed feedback on technical aspects 

of performance, such as intonation, rhythm, and articulation. This feedback offers musicians precise insights for 

improvement, which can be further augmented by other AI-driven analysis tools. The model also facilitates 

interactive theory and ear training exercises, crucial for developing both aural skills and theoretical 

understanding. In optimizing practice routines, ChatGPT-4 highlighted its capability to suggest effective 

strategies and exercises, thereby maximizing the efficacy of practice time. Additionally, the model aids in 

setting realistic goals and providing motivational support, which are crucial for maintaining consistent and goal-

oriented practice. Guidance on repertoire selection was also mentioned as a way to keep practice engaging and 

aligned with the student's skills and interests. 

ChatGPT-4's assistance extends to managing performance anxiety, offering advice and relaxation 

techniques to help musicians perform confidently. Its ability to provide real-time answers during practice 

sessions enhances learning effectiveness. The integration of ChatGPT-4 with digital practice tools like 

metronomes and tuners contributes to a more structured and technically accurate routine. Furthermore, 

ChatGPT-4 enriches musicians' understanding by providing historical context and interpretative insights into 

pieces, deepening their connection to the music. In ensemble settings, the model assists in coordinating sessions 

and advising on group dynamics, thereby enhancing the quality of collaborative performances. Finally, 

ChatGPT-4 discussed its capacity to track progress and offer reflective insights based on practice history. This 

enables a self-aware and progressive learning approach, allowing musicians to recognize their growth and 

identify areas for further improvement. 

Through this dialogue, ChatGPT-4 demonstrated how its various capabilities could be effectively 

utilized in music education at the primary level, offering a comprehensive and adaptive approach to learning and 

skill development. 

 
Aspect of Music Performance 

Skills 

ChatGPT-4’s Role Potential Benefits 

Personalized Practice Plans Creating personalized practice plans based on 
student’s skill level and goals. 

Tailors practice to individual needs, 
enhancing skill development. 

Feedback on Technique Providing feedback on technical aspects of 

music performance. 

Improves technical skills like intonation, 

rhythm, and articulation. 

Interactive Theory and Ear Facilitating interactive theory and ear training Aids in the development of aural skills and 
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Training exercises. theoretical knowledge. 

Practice Routine Optimization Optimizing practice routines with effective 

strategies and exercises. 

Enhances practice efficiency and skill 

development. 

Motivation and Goal Setting Assisting in setting realistic goals and providing 
motivational support. 

Encourages consistent practice and goal 
achievement. 

Guidance on Repertoire 

Selection 

Aiding in selecting appropriate repertoire for 

practice. 

Ensures repertoire is suited to the student’s 

skill level and interests. 

Addressing Performance 
Anxiety 

Providing advice and techniques to deal with 
performance anxiety. 

Helps in managing anxiety, enhancing 
performance quality. 

Real-time Q&A During 

Practice 

Offering real-time answers to questions during 

practice sessions. 

Provides immediate support and 

clarification, enhancing learning. 

Integration with Practice Tools Integrating with digital metronomes, tuners, and 
other tools. 

Improves the overall practice experience 
and accuracy. 

Historical and Interpretative 

Insights 

Providing historical context and interpretative 

insights into music. 

Enriches understanding and expression in 

performance. 

Support for Ensemble Practice Assisting in ensemble practice sessions with 

group dynamics suggestions. 

Enhances coordination and balance in 

group performances. 

Monitoring Progress and 

Reflective Learning 

Tracking progress and offering reflective 

learning insights. 

Enables self-assessment and targeted 

improvement over time. 

Table 5: Suggestions for practice and skill enhancement in music performance 

 

6. Feedback on Performances 

In a dialogue about its applications in primary music education, ChatGPT-4 outlined its advanced 

capabilities in performance analysis, highlighting the significant impact these can have on musicians' skill 

development and refinement. The model described how its ability to scrutinize key elements of a performance, 

such as timing, pitch accuracy, dynamics, and expressiveness, helps in identifying areas for improvement and 

reinforcing strengths. This detailed analysis by ChatGPT-4 is instrumental in pinpointing specific aspects that 

musicians can focus on to enhance their skills. ChatGPT-4 also discussed its potential for providing real-time 

constructive feedback during practice sessions. This feature enhances learning efficiency by allowing musicians 

to make immediate improvements based on the AI's feedback. 

The model's ability to compare student performances with professional standards offers a valuable 

benchmark for aspiring musicians, aiding in goal setting and providing a clear path for progress. The AI model 

elaborated on its role in enhancing interpretation skills by providing insights into the stylistic and emotional 

aspects of music. This deepens the understanding and expressiveness of musicians in their performances. 

ChatGPT-4's provision of historical and cultural context enriches musicians' interpretations, adding depth and 

meaning to their performances. In ensemble settings, ChatGPT-4's feedback focuses on balance, coordination, 

and group dynamics, which are crucial for cohesive ensemble performances. The model supports technical 

development across various disciplines by analyzing and developing specific performance techniques for 

different instruments and vocal styles. 

The integration of ChatGPT-4 with video analysis tools allows for a comprehensive assessment of 

performances, including visual aspects like posture and stage presence. This holistic approach ensures that all 

elements of a performance are considered and optimized. Feedback on repertoire suitability assists musicians in 

selecting pieces that match their skill level and stylistic preferences, ensuring that their practice and 

performances are both challenging and enjoyable. ChatGPT-4 also highlighted the importance of long-term 

development tracking, offering insights into progress and areas for future growth. This feature enables 

musicians to see their development over time, providing motivation and direction for continued learning. Lastly, 

the model promotes reflective practice, encouraging musicians to critically analyze their performances for 

continuous self-improvement. 

Through this dialogue, ChatGPT-4 demonstrated its comprehensive capabilities in enhancing various 

aspects of music education, from technical skill development to expressive performance and reflective practice. 

 
Aspect of Performance 

Feedback 

ChatGPT-4’s Role Potential Benefits 

Analyzing Performance 
Quality 

Analyzing aspects like timing, pitch accuracy, 
dynamics, and expressiveness in performances. 

Provides objective assessment of performance 
quality. 

Real-time Constructive 

Feedback 

Providing real-time feedback during practice 

sessions for immediate improvement. 

Helps musicians make quick adjustments and 

enhances learning. 

Comparison with 

Professional Standards 

Comparing student performances with 

professional standards. 

Offers a benchmark for aspiring musicians to 

assess their progress. 

Personalized 

Improvement 
Suggestions 

Providing tailored suggestions for improvement 

based on individual strengths and weaknesses. 

Facilitates personalized development and skill 

enhancement. 

Enhancing Interpretation 

Skills 

Offering insights into music interpretation, 

including stylistic and emotional aspects. 

Improves musicians’ interpretative skills and 

expressiveness. 

Historical and Cultural Providing historical and cultural context for Aids in deeper understanding and meaningful 
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Context musical pieces. expression of music. 

Support for Ensemble 

Performances 

Offering feedback on ensemble performances, 

focusing on balance and group dynamics. 

Enhances ensemble coordination and overall 

performance quality. 

Technique Analysis and 
Development 

Assisting in analyzing and developing 
performance techniques for different instruments 

or vocals. 

Helps refine specific technical skills relevant to 
the musician’s craft. 

Integration with Video 
Analysis Tools 

Potential to integrate with video analysis tools for 
assessing visual performance aspects. 

Enables a comprehensive assessment of 
performance, including posture and stage 

presence. 

Feedback on Repertoire 

Suitability 

Providing feedback on the suitability of repertoire 

for the musician’s skill level. 

Assists in selecting appropriate and challenging 

pieces for development. 

Long-term Development 

Tracking 

Tracking long-term development and progress in 

performance skills. 

Provides insights into trends and areas of 

improvement over time. 

Encouraging Reflective 
Practice 

Encouraging musicians to critically analyze their 
own performances. 

Promotes self-awareness and continuous 
improvement in musicianship. 

Table 6: Suggestions for improving music performance 

 

7. Classroom Activities and Games 

In a dialogue about its role in primary music education, ChatGPT-4 presented a range of suggestions 

for how it can be utilized to create diverse, interactive, and engaging learning experiences. The model 

emphasized its ability to cater to various student interests and learning styles, thereby enhancing the educational 

process. ChatGPT-4 described how it could facilitate interactive trivia games on music theory, transforming 

traditional learning methods into fun and engaging activities. This approach not only makes learning more 

enjoyable but also enhances theory retention among students. 

The model also supports composition challenges by providing AI-generated prompts, encouraging 

students to create their own music and fostering creativity and exploratory composition skills. The model 

proposed improvisation exercises, where students are challenged to create music spontaneously based on AI-

generated guidelines. This helps enhance their improvisational skills and promotes creative thinking. ChatGPT-

4 can also be used to explore different music eras and styles, deepening students' understanding of music history 

and its cultural significance through discussions and activities. 

 
Classroom 

Activity/Game 

Description Role of ChatGPT-4 Potential Benefits 

Music Theory Trivia A trivia game covering various 

music theory topics. 

ChatGPT-4 can generate 

questions and provide answers 
or hints. 

Enhances theory knowledge in an 

engaging, interactive way. 

Composition 

Challenges 

Tasks where students compose 

short pieces based on specific 

criteria. 

ChatGPT-4 offers composition 

prompts and suggestions. 

Encourages creativity and 

application of compositional 

skills. 

Interactive 

Listening Quizzes 

Quizzes where students identify 

music pieces, genres, or 

composers. 

ChatGPT-4 plays audio clips and 

evaluates responses. 

Improves listening skills and 

genre/composer recognition. 

Music History 
Scavenger Hunt 

An activity where students find 
information on music history 

topics. 

ChatGPT-4 provides clues and 
historical facts. 

Engages students in learning 
music history interactively. 

Rhythm and Beat 
Games 

Games focused on understanding 
and practicing rhythm. 

ChatGPT-4 can create rhythm 
patterns for students to replicate 

or notate. 

Enhances rhythmic skills and 
understanding. 

Ear Training 

Challenges 

Exercises to improve aural skills 

like identifying intervals and 
chords. 

ChatGPT-4 administers ear 

training exercises and provides 
feedback. 

Aids in developing critical aural 

skills for musicianship. 

Lyric Writing 

Workshop 

A session for students to create 

and share song lyrics. 

ChatGPT-4 suggests themes, 

words, or critiques lyrics. 

Fosters creativity in lyric writing 

and poetic skills. 

Music Performance 
Role-play 

Role-playing activity to explore 
different aspects of music 

performance. 

ChatGPT-4 simulates scenarios 
or characters in music 

performance. 

Enhances understanding of 
performance dynamics and stage 

presence. 

Music Genres 
Exploration 

Exploring and discussing 
different music genres. 

ChatGPT-4 provides information 
and examples of various genres. 

Broadens students' musical 
horizons and appreciation for 

diversity. 

Table 7: Recommendations for music classroom activities and games to elevate engagement and learning 

 

8. Enhancing Student Engagement 

In a dialogue exploring the use of ChatGPT-4 in primary music education, the model shared its vision 

for how it could significantly enrich the educational experience in music classrooms. ChatGPT-4 emphasized its 

role in facilitating interactive learning, personalizing education, and promoting collaborative and creative 

activities. The AI model described how it stimulates student curiosity and understanding of musical concepts 

through interactive dialogues. This approach enhances student engagement with the subject, making learning 
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more dynamic and interactive. ChatGPT-4’s ability to adapt to individual student profiles allows for a 

personalized learning experience, ensuring that the educational content aligns with each student's interests and 

abilities. ChatGPT-4 also discussed its potential to foster teamwork in music-related projects. This collaborative 

aspect enhances social skills and group dynamics, making learning a more communal and interactive 

experience. The introduction of gamification elements by ChatGPT-4 makes learning more enjoyable and 

motivating, leading to increased student participation and enthusiasm. In terms of practical application, 

ChatGPT-4 provides immediate feedback in areas such as composition and analysis, aiding in the refinement of 

students' skills. The model enriches the educational content with cultural and historical insights, broadening 

students' perspectives on global music traditions. 

The integration of multimedia resources by ChatGPT-4 creates a dynamic classroom experience. This 

approach caters to different learning styles and illustrates complex concepts vividly, making abstract ideas more 

tangible and understandable. ChatGPT-4 encourages creative expression and experimentation, pushing the 

boundaries of conventional learning and inspiring students to explore new ideas. The model's use in flipped 

classroom models was highlighted as leading to a more active learning environment. This approach focuses on 

student engagement and participation, shifting the traditional classroom dynamic. ChatGPT-4 also facilitates 

peer learning and mentorship, creating a supportive and collaborative educational atmosphere. Continuous 

feedback and assessment provided by ChatGPT-4 help students track their progress and identify areas for 

improvement. This fosters a culture of ongoing learning and self-improvement, encouraging students to 

continuously develop their skills and knowledge. 

Overall, the dialogue with ChatGPT-4 revealed its potential to offer an innovative, comprehensive, and 

interactive approach to music education. This approach aligns with the needs of the modern digital era and 

caters to diverse student learning styles, making ChatGPT-4 a valuable tool in the realm of primary music 

education. 

 
Engagement Strategy ChatGPT-4’s Role Potential Benefits 

Interactive Learning Dialogues Engaging students in dialogues to explore musical 

concepts. 

Stimulates curiosity and deepens 

understanding of music. 

Personalized Learning 

Experiences 

Personalizing learning based on interests, skill 

levels, and styles. 

Tailors music education to individual 

student needs. 

Collaborative Music Projects Facilitating collaborative composition, analysis, 

and performance projects. 

Encourages teamwork and peer interaction 

in learning. 

Gamification of Music 

Education 

Implementing music-related games and challenges 

to motivate students. 

Creates an enjoyable and engaging 

learning environment. 

Real-world Music 
Applications 

Connecting music theory and practice to real-
world scenarios. 

Makes learning more relevant and 
engaging for students. 

Virtual Music Composition 

and Analysis 

Assisting with virtual music composition and 

providing feedback. 

Enhances compositional skills and offers 

immediate critique. 

Cultural and Historical 
Insights 

Providing insights into various music genres' 
cultural and historical aspects. 

Broadens global understanding of music 
and its diversity. 

Multimedia Integration in 

Lessons 

Integrating multimedia resources for a dynamic 

classroom experience. 

Enriches lessons with diverse and 

interactive content. 

Creative Expression and 
Experimentation 

Encouraging creativity and experimentation in 
music. 

Inspires new perspectives and innovative 
musical exploration. 

Flipped Classroom 

Approaches 

Supporting flipped classroom models for initial 

AI-driven learning. 

Promotes active learning and in-depth 

classroom discussions. 

Peer Learning and Mentorship Facilitating peer learning and mentorship in music 

education. 

Enables collaborative learning and 

guidance among peers. 

Continuous Feedback and 

Assessment 

Providing ongoing feedback and assessment on 

student progress. 

Helps students track their learning journey 

and areas of growth. 

Table 8: Suggested approaches to enhance engagement and personalized learning in music classrooms 

 

9. Ethical Implications 

During a conversation about employing ChatGPT-4 in primary music education, the model presented 

various recommendations for its potential uses and also underscored important ethical considerations linked to 

its incorporation. A primary concern raised was data privacy and security. The handling and protection of 

student data, including personal information and learning records, is a crucial aspect that must be managed with 

utmost care. This is essential to maintain trust and prevent potential breaches, ensuring that the integration of AI 

like ChatGPT-4 in education upholds the highest standards of data protection. 

The model also acknowledged the issue of inherent biases in AI algorithms. These biases could 

potentially impact learning experiences and cultural representation within music education. Addressing and 

mitigating these biases is vital to ensure fairness and inclusivity in the educational process. Another significant 

point of discussion was the potential over-reliance on AI in music education. Such dependence could potentially 

diminish critical thinking and problem-solving skills among students. Moreover, there are ethical considerations 
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regarding the authenticity of AI-assisted or AI-generated musical works, which necessitate careful 

contemplation. 

Ensuring equitable access to AI technology emerged as a crucial aspect, especially given the disparities 

in resources among various educational institutions. This disparity could lead to educational inequity, potentially 

marginalizing under-resourced students. The changing roles and responsibilities of teachers and students due to 

AI integration require careful consideration to maintain effective educational dynamics and relationships. 

Intellectual property rights related to AI-generated content were also discussed, raising questions about 

ownership and creative rights in the context of AI-assisted music education. Transparency in AI operations is 

essential to understand the capabilities and limitations of these tools, ensuring their responsible use in 

educational settings. The model emphasized that ethical teaching practices should be maintained, with AI tools 

supplementing rather than replacing traditional methods. This approach ensures that the essence of music 

education is preserved while embracing the benefits of technological advancements. Furthermore, the impact of 

AI on learning outcomes needs to be evaluated to ensure that it genuinely enhances music education. Preparing 

students for a digitally evolving music landscape involves balancing technological benefits with the preservation 

of traditional skills and knowledge. 

Finally, the model highlighted the necessity for regulation and oversight to ensure ethical and 

responsible use of AI tools in educational settings. This regulation is pivotal in ensuring that the deployment of 

tools like ChatGPT-4 in music education is conducted in a manner that is beneficial, ethical, and conducive to 

the overall development of students in this digitally evolving era. 

 
Category Implications 

Data Privacy and Security Handling and protection of student data are crucial. Need for careful management to maintain trust and 
prevent breaches. 

Inherent Biases in AI Potential impact on learning experiences and cultural representation. Addressing biases is essential for 

fairness and inclusivity. 

Over-Reliance on AI Risk of diminishing critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Ethical considerations regarding the 
authenticity of AI-assisted or AI-generated works. 

Equitable Access to AI Disparities in resources among educational institutions could lead to educational inequity. Ensuring access is 

crucial. 

Changing Roles in 

Education 

Integration of AI changes roles and responsibilities of teachers and students. Need for careful consideration 

to maintain effective dynamics. 

Intellectual Property 

Rights 

Questions about ownership and creative rights of AI-generated content. Need for clarity and regulation. 

Transparency of AI 

Operations 

Understanding AI capabilities and limitations is essential for responsible use. 

Ethical Teaching Practices AI should supplement, not replace, traditional teaching methods. Preservation of the essence of music 

education. 

Impact on Learning 

Outcomes 

Need for evaluation to ensure AI genuinely enhances music education. 

Preparation for Digital 

Evolution 

Balancing technological benefits with traditional skills and knowledge preservation. 

Regulation and Oversight Necessary to ensure ethical and responsible use of AI tools in educational settings. 

Table 9: Proposed applications and ethical insights for primary music education 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The research focused on exploring ChatGPT-4's capabilities in enhancing music education at the 

primary level, particularly its ability to introduce and elucidate both elementary and sophisticated music theory 

concepts. The findings from this study, a result of a comprehensive dialogue with the model, revealed that 

ChatGPT-4 effectively transforms the educational experience. It makes learning more interactive, engaging, and 

personalized, thus catering to the specific needs of individual learners. The implications of this research are 

profound, suggesting that AI, and specifically ChatGPT-4, can be an invaluable asset in music education. It can 

nurture a deeper understanding and appreciation of music among young students. These findings underscore the 

potential of AI in revolutionizing music education and pave the way for future research in this field. As we 

continue to integrate advanced technologies like ChatGPT-4 into educational practices, it becomes increasingly 

important to consider their broader impacts. These include the ability to democratize and enhance learning 

experiences for students across diverse backgrounds. This investigation serves as a foundational contribution to 

the growing body of knowledge on the intersection of AI and music education. It is anticipated that its insights 

will inform and inspire ongoing advancements in this dynamic and evolving field. 

The study identified the utility of ChatGPT-4 in engendering a wide array of musical notions, aiding in 

the composition and harmonization of melodies, especially advantageous for emerging composers. In 

performance, ChatGPT-4's role in orchestrating practice sessions and imparting perceptive feedback on musical 

performances was recognized as a pivotal asset. This functionality extends beyond enhancing technical 

competencies, fostering an enriched comprehension of musical expressiveness and interpretative nuances. 
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Furthermore, the integration of ChatGPT-4 within classroom contexts was scrutinized, demonstrating its 

proficiency in cultivating dynamic educational environments through interactive undertakings, games, and 

strategies aimed at bolstering student engagement. This facet is instrumental in sustaining the enthusiasm and 

interest of young learners in music. However, the research also acknowledged the challenges and ethical 

implications associated with deploying AI in music education. Critical issues like data privacy concerns, 

inherent biases in AI algorithms, and the potential over-dependence on technological solutions were rigorously 

evaluated. The discourse also encompassed the digital divide, highlighting the imperative for equitable access to 

AI tools such as ChatGPT-4, to ensure a holistic and inclusive music educational experience for all learners. 

In summation, ChatGPT-4 is posited as a formidable pedagogical instrument, poised to revolutionize 

music education for young learners. Its myriad functionalities, from theoretical instruction to performance 

feedback, render it an invaluable component of the contemporary educational apparatus. Nevertheless, the 

effective and ethical application of such technology necessitates a judicious consideration of the outlined 

challenges. As the landscape of music education progressively integrates digital elements, it is paramount to 

thoughtfully navigate these complexities. It is crucial to guarantee that the integration of AI into music 

education is not only universally accessible but also effectively augments the learning experience, while 

simultaneously preserving the essence of traditional educational frameworks. This approach is fundamental in 

realizing the full potential of AI tools such as ChatGPT-4 in nurturing the growth of future generations of 

musicians and music enthusiasts. This strategic alignment ensures that AI serves as a complementary tool, 

enriching the educational landscape rather than supplanting established pedagogical methods. 
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